MANDATORY BULLETIN

No. V 500A/4
Revision No. 2


Reason: There are processed edits and attachments based on experiences from operation and repairs, amended description and instructions for Distributor LUN 7902 operation in new issue of the manual.

Precaution: Manuals:
- „Technical Description and Operating Manual for Aircraft Propellers V 500A“, year of issue 1974,
- the second adapted issue „V 500A Operating Manual“, year of issue 1991,

expired in December 31, 2001 (Czech edition) resp. December 31, 2003 (English edition). Till this dates it is necessary to replace above mentioned manuals with new ones.
Operator must use current edition of the manual.
The current manuals are available at manufacturer.

Notice: This bulletin is issued as Revision No. 2 to the bulletin No. V 500A/4-R1 which replaces.

Validity of bulletin: Date started from adoption.

Date of adoption: June 23, 2003

Igor Brunclík Zbyněk Tvrdík
General Director Head of Design Organization

Technical respect approved by the TI – CAA CR.